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About This Content

Webster’s dictionary defines friendship as the emotion you feel when you’ve successfully purchased, downloaded, and played a
volume of Hiveswap Friendsim. Luckily for you, round 12 is here to fulfill that weirdly narrow definition for you. Enjoy the

sweet, sweet feeling of having burrowed your way into these two hearts. You deserve it.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Title: Hiveswap Friendsim - Volume Twelve
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Publisher:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Purely for the 5,000 achievements just as everyone else says. Recommended for the achievements not for the game. These are
pricey as hell for such low quality. Good questions but very low quality interface.. Much more complicated and less intuative
than what you see in the screenshots. It's a spreadsheet nightmare with lots of sub menus with the look and feel of Windows 95.
If you dont have experience with earlier versions of this or similar programs it has a steep learning curve.. pretty fun, dont pay
full price though.. A very nice Diesel Railcar Simulator with plenty activities. Set in 1960's Great Britain you can drive quite a
few Diesel Railcars like the 112, 117, 122, 126 and 127.

Topped off with nice surroundings and atmosphere this is one sim not to miss out on!

Although it is early release there are no issues, gameplay is smooth and no steep learning curve as it has a tutorial mode as well
as a beginners mode.

I have Diesel Railcar Simulator since its release on itch.io so don't go by my ours played ;)

With quite a update plan ahead, go for this one as it will only become better!

(I'm not a professional reviewer as you can see, just a happy cutomer ;) ). I had a great time with this one!

As of writing this review there are 28 songs in total, but it's worth noting that mysteriously only 2 of these songs appear if you
select the Slash Mode in the options. In other words, regardless of how you plan to hit the notes, play this game in Punch Mode
(which I played using slash motions with no issues, getting SS ranks and all that jazz).

Most of the songs are not available initially and get unlocked by playing the game.

The majority of the music is J-Pop and J-Rock, and about half of the songs are Vocaloid based.

There's a good amount of visual variety. All songs take place on a stage setting that features flashy equalizers and lighting
effects. The style of notes switches between solid colors and notes with lyrics written on them, which feature several different
fonts depending on the song. There are also flame effects that trigger from time to time in certain songs, and some of the songs
feature live action or animated music videos; the ones that don't feature a video have an art image on the main screen; the song
lyrics running across the bottom in both cases.

All songs appear to have only one note chart, although you can change the speed at which the notes approach to four different
speed settings. Personally, I'd recommend leaving the approach speed at Normal. The charts are not insanely difficult, but
people looking for a serious challenge may be left wanting more, and people who struggle with rhythm games may find
themselves getting frustrated (especially since this game takes cues from Vocaloid games, in that parts of the lyrics and audio
cut out when the player is missing notes). In short, the difficulty is average.

One thing that's kind of lost in translation is what appears to be the karaoke element of this game. Tying into the reason there's
only one note chart per song, the lyrics appear on the notes as they approach and go along with the melody, written in
kanji\/hiragana\/katakana (the lyrics also being displayed on the screen in the back). Notes that are based on musical melody
rather than the lyrics are solid-colored stars. I feel like if the developers added a romaji option some people might like that, so it
would still be possible to sing along if you're not familiar with written Japanese; I suppose this might be a decent tool to practice
speedy recognition of the characters if you're studying these alphabets.
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All in all, if you're looking for a casual flashy rhythm game and enjoy Japanese music, this is an easy recommendation.. Pretty
easy levels but great fun.. Love Oats Studio and the model they have for filmmaking. My happiness went down to zero
Ran naked around the city
Got locked up. Around twenty years ago there's three leaders among fantasy TBS: Heroes of Might and Magic, Age of Wonders
and Disciples. All of these are beautiful gem of game design. No, really, everything in this old game is perfect. Balance is good,
music is charming and atmospheric, the story is simple but catchy and the art is really cool. Also it's worth to mention AI.
Despite second part, here you really have to fight, even on the easy level.

Speaking in few words: You HAVE TO PLAY it!!. don't bother playing this unless you (like me) have fallen into a state of
mental ruin so intense that you're able to understand the most absurd and meaningless things

Seriously, this is a really effing good game, but it's surreal and confusing from start to finish. That's what makes it so enjoyable
to me. I'm a philosophy buff and pretty into the occult so it was right up my alley; it's not for everyone.

I do wish, somewhat, that it was a little longer, but I imagine if it were any longer it'd get old quickly. The concept is better
suited for a shorter game.
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Train Valley was a great, fun game. Train Valley 2 is (so far - early release) even better. The new gameplay is more fun. The
challenges are good. I am hoping for a lot more tracks. This is a game you can play for hours, and not even noticing it.. Great
music, great puzzles. End of story.. A fun but difficult side scrolling shooter with Rogue-lite elements and character\/weapon
upgrades. Tons to unlock with a cast of interesting characters with unique looks and weapons. May get a little repetitive!. I feel
like Maths Mikkelsen over here.. Cool... Pirate skins and Bobbleheads! Nice!

Nicely detailed for everyone!

Well done to ye SCS fur the lovely wee skins..... Erm arghhh!. Very good game. The survival elements, whilst themselves
interesting, took a major backseat to the brilliant storyline and atmosphere. There are lots of different paths with noticable and
tangible effects on your game.. This game is the exact opposite of fun. There is so much wrong with it that I don't even know
where to begin but I will try to atleast give a few reasons.
I knew it wouldn't be very good but I went into it really wanting to like it because I wanted to try to find a new wave shooter that
would atleast entertain me for a while. I have had more fun taking out the trash then I had playing this. The only thing I did like
was how you could mess around and try out different guns in the beginning room before you started playing levels, and several
other games have already done this and done it better.

The area that you are allowed to move around in during the levels is very small and oddly shaped. A small area is fine fore
games like Space Pirate Trainer and Blasters of The Universe because the enemies don't just charge right at you, they mostly
stay in front of you and around you so having a small movement area isn't a big deal. In this it just makes it not a lot of fun, if
you could dodge around and elude the enemies better in the area it would work a lot better.

The audio is beyond annoying. The zombie sounds just don't stop. I tried to shoot myself in the head to make it stop but it didn't
work.

Quickly switching weapons simply isn't an option.

The "smart watch" on your left wrist is actually very dumb and there really is no reason to do it that way when a pause menu
would be so much easier. Plus it doesn't pause or slow down gameplay and is so awkward to use that it is totally useless.

The angle of the guns is awkward. It just feels so wrong.

I could go on and on but the moral of the story is don't waste your time or money on this one.

. Started playing this game at my friends place when I was 9, then he didn't wanna let me play so I got my father to pirate it for
me. Couple years passed and I forgot all about it and I rediscovered it on GOG and I bought a copy there, now I bought it on
Steam, I even have a physical copy of the game IRL now cause I don't wanna lose my memorys of this game. Basically the game
has a sentimental value to me so my review is biased but basically this is the 1st ever Men of War's game that got released in
2004. The game was supposed to be a test or a demo, luckily they saw that the project was successful due to the game being
technologically and in graphics ahead of it's time, the game is fantastic cause it's basically like the old Commandos game where
you only have couple of soldiers to defeat the whole German/English army on each map and depending on the 4 campaigns you
will fight different enemys such as Soviets, British, Germans and Americans. Also the music is fantastic. The AI is pretty smart
also and each mission is with it's own difficulty like snipers, hidden Anti tank squads in bushes, Tiger tank hiding inside a
building. Anyway they sold their game engine to a new company who started spamming Men of war assault sqaud 1/2, and other
DLC games but the newest successors that are coming out are Gates of Hell and Soldiers: Arena. These 2 games are being made
by the original developers, and if you go check out Soliders: Arena then you'll see that they are using exact unit copys of the 1st
game and the games logo + a little teaser of how they turned the old game units into our todays and modern graphics. My only
downside to Soliders: Arena is that it's gonna be Free 2 Play, I'm not against that but the game might die quickly due to maybe
having some Pay 2 Win elements like buyable unit camoflages and unit decks so because of that I'm looking forward to Gates of
Hell.. Lots of fun elements, clean shooting mechanics, engaging randomized perk items, punishing difficulty curb. I'm really
looking forward to seeing this game develop.. It feels like a boring copy of Audiosurf.
It's fun for like 5 minutes or so, it gets really boring and repetitive.
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